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two friends despite their deceit.
The next night we plan to go get pizza at Northlake
(my favorite birthday spot) and then we “have” to
go to a bar Christi’s friend owns. I’m not sure I even
want to go way over there just for one drink. While
at pizza I get a text from Rosie La Rose, whom simply states, “have a great time tonight, I’ll call you
this week”. I think, sure I’ll have a great time eating pizza, not knowing I will be getting “Roasted” by
my friends in under an hour. We get to the bar and
I walk into a sea of my friends who have been waiting in secret. Third time this weekend I was had. My
wife thinks this is hilarious. The Swearengens play the
Jayhawks, Andy hangs pooped stained pants for all
to see and we all have a great time (considering I was
over served). I never got to roast the roasters, but I
do that all the time anyway, so no big deal. Big ups to
my wife, Heather, Jim, Andy, Deena, Fredd, Brett and
many, many thanks to all the folks who showed up to
celebrate me getting old. It was a lovely surprise.

I’ve Been Had.
by Doctor Gonzo/Seattle
“It’s a trap”   - Admiral Ackbar. I walked right into
one the beginning of April. I’m not normally so easily
fooled but this time, I was had. It started off innocent enough, on set of The Pony Man filming a couple
short scenes and just as we finished, my good friend
Heather bounds through the door with a huge grin on
her face. She knew she had me and I knew I had no
clue. So clueless, I didn’t have anything clever to say.
If that wasn’t bad enough, she then tells me she wants
to go to Lighthouse Coffee to see if Dave Matthews
is there (he used to often hang out there). I don’t
think this is at all unusual because I’ve known her for
15 years and this is right in her wheelhouse of crazy
ideas. I’ve gone into Lighthouse Coffee approximately, three times in ten years, so I have no idea why I
agreed to go in this time. Not one step in the door
and I lock eyes with the saint, who flew in from LA. It’s
the second time in a day I was totally had. Sure, I felt
stupid but who wouldn’t. I was overjoyed to see my
AK

The smell you smell is the Rock and Roll Derby II. We
have a Facebook page? http://www.facebook.com/
event.php?eid=219658651393454. The big day is May
14th (details later in this issue). We have all new bands
this year to keep the music fresh. The Swearengens
bring their own brand of alternative country to the
Northwest. Check them out here: http://facebook.
com/swearengen. Also new this year are Sweet Secrets,
one of the best indie bands you never heard of. Check
them out here: http://www.sweetsecretsband.com. Of
course, the Bastards of Omaha will bring their entertaining brand of rock and roll to the unassuming masses. On display will be a 40 year old Handsome Rob.
Ladies, come see the spectacularly preserved body.
Doctor Gonzo’s similarly aged body has not preserved
so well.
Finally, principal photography on The Pony Man has
wrapped. It was a fun filled four month. Big ups to Lisa
and Dave for making their first feature film production
a big success. Huge ups to all the cast and crew who
worked tirelessly. Post-production starts in early June.
A fundraiser is planned for later in June. Stay tuned.
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The last time I saw the Gear Daddies live, I was 19 years old.   To put that
in perspective: Jesus, I used to be YOUNG.  The f**k happened?  Wild Bill,
you’re responsible for this AND the crisis at Japan’s Fukushima nuclear reactor.  Hope you’re happy, dick.
The intervening years have seen Martin Zellar embark on a solo career, with
Gear Daddies bassist and red hat enthusiast Nick Ciola at his side.  Although
he’s put out some interesting records and decent singles, nothing has had
the commercial or critical success of his GD work.   Fortunately, he’s been
able to make a decent living in Mexico by licensing out that infernal Zamboni song, playing the occasional reunion gig, and those entertaining/terrible
Neil Diamond tribute shows (depends on your taste for Hot August Nights).  
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I finally got around to seeing one of those reunion shows on Friday, March
18th at St. Cloud’s sort of remodeled Red Carpet Nightclub—the front
bar room was totally gutted and remade for the better, but the basement
bathrooms are still where hope goes to die, and Jerome is still bartending on the third floor, chugging along on Red Bull and what one assumes
is generous amounts of cocaine.  It was here that my wife and I ventured
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into the weird, multi-level band room and settled into
a spot three feet in front of the stage.
The opening act, Cowboys in Sneakers, were a bunch
of dudes from Cokato who brought everyone else from
Cokato with them, which meant that the guy wearing
the NASCAR shirt was not being ironic, he actually
liked NASCAR.   As for the tunes, generic alt-country
with the only memorable song being a cover of Whiskeytown’s “16 Days.”
After a brief respite, the Gear Daddies hit the stage,
and the first thing my wife and I noticed: Martin Zellar
is finally starting to age.  There were copious streaks
of grey in his hair, and that baby face is finally starting to wrinkle.   As for the rest: Randy looks old(er),
Nick is fat, and Billy looks like he sells small to midrange appliances at Sears.
The opener: Zamboni.   The second song: Zamboni
AGAIN, with a verse of You Are My Sunshine thrown in
for good measure.  I credit them with having fun with
the novelty song that is paying Martin’s mortgage, but
Jesus: imagine R.E.M. opening with Shiny Happy People
and Shiny Happy People (Slight Return).   They would
play an abbreviated version of it in the middle of the
show as well, and it was greeted with just as much enthusiasm as before.  I don’t get people.

11 (1)

Dream Vacation
Wear Your Crown
Little Red Corvette
Blues Mary
Crimson and Clover
Strength
Sonic Boom
Boys Will Be Boys
Stupid Boy (Zellar, who had been apologizing for his
long hair all night, had an audience member cut his
hair while singing this)
Zamboni AGAIN
Cut Me Off
Sweet Caroline
She’s Happy
Time Heals
Goodbye Marie
ENCORE
Color of Her Eyes
My Maria
Besides the Zamboni overkill and the way-too-obvious
Sweet Caroline cover (try “Desiree” or “Brother Love’s
Traveling Salvation Show” next time, guys), I enjoyed it
immensely, and left the Carpet with a shit-eating grin.  
That was enough.

The rest of the show played to their strengths: finely observed sketches about life in a small town, songs
about drinking, and covers.   Songs like “Boys Will Be
Boys” and “She’s Happy” are what country music would
be like if it was written and performed by the people
who listen to it, “Cut Me Off” still takes those “White
Room” chord changes and runs with them, and “Crimson and Clover” offered a compelling case that Tommy
James is in line to be the next object of hipster idolatry.  Or maybe I was just drunk by then.  
Here’s your setlist:
Zamboni
Zamboni AGAIN w/a verse of You Are My Sunshine
Drank So Much (Just Feel Stupid)
Statue of Jesus
AK
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Khaos Cocktails

A.J.

Rathbun

Cocktails from one of my books.
(See last page to purchase)

The Best Sangria In the Effing World
Much like Pancho Villa, Sangria is “hated by thousands
and loved by millions.” I believe this touch-and-go relation to Sangria is caused solely by the muck served
at many restaurants, often out of bottles and sometimes having been in the fridge since the late 1800s, or
the time of the above-mentioned hero of the Mexican
revolution. Take control of destiny by consuming Sangria only when constructed using your own hands.
Serves 6
1 orange, cut into wheels
1 lime cut into wheels
1 lemon cut into wheels
6 ounces simple syrup (page xx)
4 ounces fresh orange juice
2 ounces fresh lime juice
One 750 milliliter bottle dry red wine
6 ounces brandy
Ice cubes
Other fresh fruit for garnishing (oranges, limes, lemons, apples)

for at least 2 hours and up to 36 hours.

1. Place the orange and lime wheels in a large glass
pitcher, along with the simple syrup. Muddle well with
a large muddler or wooden spoon.

4. Add ice until the pitcher is full. Give the mix
a couple of good stirs. Pour into 6 stemmed wine
glasses. Garnish with fresh fruit. Viva revolution!

2. Add the orange juice and lime juice, and muddle a
little more.

A Variation: White Sangria is also an attractive option. Substitute 1 bottle dry white wine for the red,
3 ounces white grape juice for the lime juice, and 1
apple for the lime in the above recipe.

3. Add the red wine and the brandy and stir well for 15
seconds. Place the pitcher carefully in the refrigerator
AK
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The Sinister - An Interbrettation

by Brettal/Green Lake
“The Sinister”
by Sarsippius
(transcribed by Brettal)
There’s this thing, this thing that goes tickin and
tackin
But you cant explain it right from the start
It started at the start to most people its the end
Cause thats the way were readin
Readin it from our own book
The book of life
The book thats never been wrote
The book thats never been read
Couldnt do that, cause then there’d be nothin left
So we sit there writin’ the chapters
Writin’ em backwards writin’ the verses
Realize the next thing we know
“zet vu zit set zoom”
Yeah gotta turn the book back
Read it upside down
Oh No dont wanna do that
Then you look and then you see
You see the past never the future
Realizin you got control no matter how hard you try
to give it away
And then the next thing you know
You make that stand
The stand you ain’t suppose to make
AK

Because when you do they try to knock you down
But you sit there and you realize
The one important thing
Is that then for the first time
That yes, you are somebody
Somebody that no one ever told you before
Someone they always try to lie to
So you stand up for yourself, and the first thing you
find out
Everyone points the finger
Tryin to say your evil
Well if standin up for yourself is evil
If believin in yourself is a crime...
Then.....I think its time we all...
DO THE SINISTER
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Khaos Music

Kung Fu

Mike
The New Phonographers
A co-worker was discussing his
desire to get back into the vinyl game because he missed the
“warm, natural sound you don’t
get from digital.”  I instantly recalled an episode of NPR’s Car
Talk.    A woman had called in to
say she wanted to buy a 1965
Mustang because she wanted a
“fun-to-drive convertible sports
car”.    Ray and Tom suggested
she buy something like a Chevy
Caviler convertible [I don’t recall the model, but it was some
milquetoast Detroit faire] if she
wanted a fun to drive “sports car”
as the Mustang’s performance,
on every level, paled in comparison to the modern convertible’s.  
After a little more prodding the
woman admitted her real reason
for wanting the Mustang - she
loved the style and the headturning nostalgia factor -wonderfully selfish, objective and rational reasons…seriously.
Vinyl record sales are about the
only form of hard media in the
past few years that have had an
increase in sales (although the
total number of records sold is
still minor in comparison to the
AK

all but dead CD sales).   Almost every
article I’ve seen on the subject has
everyone from first time listeners to
“audiophiles” extolling the virtues of
analog groove spinning over its ‘cold
unfeeling’ digital counterpart.    The
truth is, CD’s literally have vinyl’s
number on every important specification: Dynamic range, stereo separation, total harmonic distortion, sound
floor level, frequency response…and
the list goes on.  I’m assuming it’s the
often sighted digital vs. analog signal
sign wave that makes people swear on
their special edition of “Texas Flood”
that analog is at an advantage.  “Those

ugly stair steps can’t be good!”,
they spew as they recoil in horror over this (or some similar)
[figure above]

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com

They believe the smooth analog
signal MUST sound better, failing to realize those actual stair
steps in the digital sign wave
are imperceptible to the human
ear as each step is separated by
only 0.0000226 seconds  (44,100
per second or 44.1 KHz).   What
imperceptible data that is “lost”
due to sampling is peanuts when
compared to the improved sound
quality via the previously stated
specs.     True, some CD recordings are absolute shit, but it’s a
problem with the mastering or
some other late process, and not
a limitation
of the medium itself.    
Some vinyl
recordings
are pretty
bad
too
(I’m looking at you
Husker Du!)  
The subjective (and
now almost
mystical)
“warmth” factor to vinyl can’t be
disproved and will rage on indefinitely – no blind study could be
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performed  as even the most expensive gear and pristine vinyl will still
reveal some form of clicks and pops
taking the ‘blind’ out of blind test.  
I’m pretty sure we’ll probably never “disprove” Chiropractic healing,
Bigfoot, Jesus and the Snuggie.
All that being said, I have a large
vinyl collection and listen to it on
occasion, but for the same [initially
untold] reason the woman wanted to
buy a classic Mustang.   Not for acquiring some mythical sonic nirvana,
but because the whole time consuming process is my Japanese Zen rock
garden.     - removing the album
cover from the outer plastic -pulling the vinyl and dust sleeve (liner)
out of the jacket and  then the vinyl itself from the liner - grabbing
the record by the edges and dropping it onto the platter; always requiring a second or two to center
it on the spindle – removing static
charge build up (mostly brought
on by the previous few steps) with
my still working, 30 year old ZeroStat gun - giving the record a few
hand spins while my equally archaic
Discwasher D4 floats through the
grooves, hopefully minimizing the
inevitable clicks and pops - and finally, dropping the needle down in
the lead-in groove.    Beyond the
ritualistic aspects of getting the
vinyl to spin (as cleanly as possible), there are other factors that
keep me firing up my mid 80’s Onkyo turntable.  First, it almost forces me to listen to (at least) a the
complete side of an album – with
no remote sitting next to me to
skip tracks on a CD or MP3 player.   
Secondly, the album art – the betAK

ter of which can rival the music itself for artistic merit.    Look at the
cover for Rush’s Permanent Waves on
vinyl and then look at the CD version’s cover; it’s not even close.  The
former I want to sit down and study
and read the liner notes.   The latter I want to set on my coffee table
and drop my Bell’s Two-Hearted Ale
on top of.  And lastly, the equipment
is all there in the open, ready to be
set, tweaked, cleaned and adjusted
and simple marveled at.

11 (1)

not be compatible with the phono
input stag in your preamp, requiring you to add a “head amp”
between the turntable and your
main preamp.  Here’s some vinyl I
bought in 2010 and would highly
recommend:   Tame Impala’s Inner
speaker; Gorilla Manor from Local
Natives and Deerhunter’s Halcyon
Digest.

If you haven’t had the thrill of queuing up a record for some time, try it
out, but don’t go into it expecting
an improvement in fidelity over digital media – unless were talking about
MP3’s ripped at under 256 kbs.  Find
a used direct, quartz drive turntable
or  one of the classic DJ Technics SL
models.    They’re great turntables
and you might find a good one on
eBay for $150 - $200.  Don’t scrimp
on the cartridge as it’s far more important to the sound quality than
the machine which simply spins that
180 gram disk around.  Grado makes
a nice line of phono cartridges from
$60 to $3500.   The Red and Blue
models are the best bang-for-thebuck and priced around $150.   Finally, make sure your preamp or
receiver has a phono input.   You’ll
need to be conscious of the type
of phono cartridge you end up getting, moving magnet (MM) or moving coil (MC), as the phono stage in
your preamp may only accept one
of these two types (usually MM as
it’s the most common).   Moving coil
cartridges are lighter and track better in the groove resulting in more
musical detail, but again, they may

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com
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Khaos Comics

The Sarcastor

Our second character introduction from the
upcoming Khaos Comics title, “The Regulars”.
Enter the master of linguistic judo, the quip
commander, the whiskey drinking Black Shirt
from down Omaha way. His super power lies
in his unwieldy sarcasm and his trusty fly
fishing pole for bringing in the big fish. His
unassuming demeanor will bait you and then
he strikes.

AK
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For a Quarter of a Century.
by Johan Martin/Ballard
For a quarter of a century, Seattle
did a bang up job of not crashing
it’s taxi cabs into Rachel the Pig,
the city’s beloved brass (possibly bronze) pig statue historically
situated in front of Pike Place Market.
Then 2011 happened.
For those of you who don’t know,
Pike Place Market is one of those
places people who live in Seattle
always show their visiting friends
from out of town right after, but
generally before, they hit the underwhelming art museum a couple
blocks away on nearly the same
street.  It’s, well, a “Market” of various street vendors, novelty shops,
grocers, fruitists, buskers, etc.
commonly referred to as “where
they throw the fish.”   I’ve never
seen the movie Sleepless in Seattle, but I have no doubt at least
one scene was shot there.
On the morning of February 5th,
2011, two things happened (among
many others):
I got off work from my graveyard
shift providing “customer supAK

port” for people looking at porn &
a couple hours earlier some yahoo
crashed his taxi cab into Rachel.
I set out on foot at 5am, headed
from the creepy basement office
where I work in downtown Seattle
back to the loving arms of the Ballard Smoke Shop for their Saturday
morning special, entirely unaware
that mere blocks from where I’d
spent my night the incident had occurred.  
I made it as far as Elliott & Dravus before breaking down & hailing
a cab.   Working from 7pm to 5am,
listening to old men who sound like
your grandpa gripe about how impoverished Romanian girls “didn’t do
what I asked” in the Private, billed
per minute, webcam chat they just
had for the better part of an hour,
leaves one famished & unable to
make it more than a couple miles on
foot before seeking vehicular transportation to the nearest bar at six
in the morning.
The buses don’t run that early on
the weekends &, due to some ridiculous misunderstanding with the powers that be, the company hadn’t re-
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filled my Orca pass for the month
of February.
On Saturdays at the Smoke Shop,
the special is Chicken Fried Steak
& Eggs, Hash Browns, Toast, & a
Bloody Mary for about nine bucks.  
I had a shot of Jaeger for an appetizer once I learned that Gary,
a skipper from Alaska who used to
frequent the bar, died a week &
half ago after battling cancer for
many years.   From 3-6pm today
they’re gonna have a wake at the
bar that will culminate in releasing
a whole bunch of balloons into the
atmosphere at the corner of Ballard & Market.   They’re expecting
over 300 people, I was told.
Komo 4 news is generally playing on the two TVs in the Ballard Smoke Shop at that hour &,
as you’d imagine, when those big
black boxes of wires & lights presented us with the opportunity to
turn the conversation a bit lighter, we all jumped at it as much as
people drinking at six in the morning can jump at anything.
A news report came on announcing
what had happened to Rachel.  The
   Page  9
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house painter’s wife seated adjacent to me filled me in on the details as the volume on the Smoke
Shop’s television sets is appropriately turned down enough so
these news stories (or the pictures
shown during the new stories rather) merely provide starting points
for conversations usually revolving
around how much snow has accumulated elsewhere in Washington
state until something truly unusual
gets reported, something like a
cab driver crashing his car into the
pig statue in front of the Market.
The house painter’s wife told me
what happened:
A guy plowed into Rachel with his
now demolished car.
From the looks of it on the news
report, he’d been going pretty fast.   His car was messed up,
yo.   And Rachel was on her side,
a substantial feat considering she
weighs more than five hundred
pounds (as the news report informed us) & was, until a few hours
ago, very securely bottled to the
cobblestone or pavement in front
of the market.   Can’t remember
which.
Despite being overturned, the pig
looked as pristine as ever, nearly
unscathed, though we couldn’t see
all sides of her obviously.  The cab
driver, on the other hand, not so
much.   The only shot we saw of
him, he was being wheeled away in
a stretcher with what looked like
a neck brace on.   This prompted
many unnecessary one liners on my
AK

part about the idea of hauling Rachel away on a stretcher that would
take three men to carry, listening
to her heart rate with a stethoscope & hearing only change rustling around.  So on & so forth.  The
house painter’s wife joined in with
the idea of giving Rachel a cat scan.  
I promised everyone that surely one
paramedic on the scene had covered
Rachel in a white sheet as though
she was dead until the others were
like, “Not cool, dude.  Not.  Cool. . .  
That’s Rachel, man.”

11 (1)

ken off pieces of the soldiers’s canteens, buttons from their uniforms,
other relics that somehow no one
stumbled across for centuries.   I
told them how, as far as America’s
concerned, my hometown’s got
some real old stuff & ghost stories
too & this “Underground Tour” they
have here in Seattle ain’t nothing
compared to the tours you can go
on back East.

The house painter & his wife told
me about some places they’d been
in California.   I told them I’d nevFinally we all ended on a brief dis- er been to California, but I’d recussion of what Rachel’s really made ally like to go someday.  They told
of - brass or bronze.   I speculate me not to go to LA because the
brass as bronze, being the third smog’s so bad sometimes you can’t
place version of Gold at the Olym- see ten feet in front of your face.  
pics, must be way too expensive.   The house painter was stationed
Rachel may be considered a region- somewhere in California during the
al treasure in these parts, but she Vietnam war.   He said once a gust
ain’t no uptown girl.
of smog blew in from LA & the sergeants ordered everyone back into
Eventually, as I wolfed down my the barracks to hide from it.   His
Chicken Fried Steak, Eggs, Hash wife joked that he was twelve when
Browns, Toast, & Bloody Mary, the that happened.
conversation drifted from Rachel
to the Civil War.   The house paint- “No.   I was nineteen,” he insisted,
er & his wife had recently watched three quarters jovially, one quarthe movie Gettysburg.   With my ter annoyed by her making fun of
overgrown & unruly black beard, I him in front of their “confederate
reminded them of a Civil War guy, friend” as they ended up calling
they told me.   I, in turn, let them me.
know that I had actually grown up
in Fredericksburg, Virginia, a place Eventually the news report about
known for it’s rich Civil War histo- Rachel circled back around on the
ry.   I told them about how there’s TV & even more fun facts about the
these big cast iron stars on some of pig were listed than had been prethe buildings there, covering places viously.   I learned that she’d been
where cannonballs had collided with bolted down in front of the Market
brick, & people still wander around since 1986, the year I was in first
the town’s battlefields with metal grade.   And now I’m thirty, drinkdetectors, occasionally finding bro- ing at six in the morning, getting
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ready to go home & write about
my breakfast experience before
walking a few blocks to a film set
where I’ll read lines off camera
for a scene in which the character I play talks to his sister on

the phone.  After that, I’ll go home,
get a few hours of sleep, go back
to my porn job, get off at 5am, eat
somewhere (probably not the Smoke
Shop two days in a row, probably
the Hurricane), then go to a writ-

11 (1)

ers’s meeting for a sketch show
for Q-13, another local TV station
(this one’s a Fox affiliate).   After
that, I’ll go home & crash.  My, how
things change.

Features

Gaddafi Makes Amendments to The
Green Book.
by Karl Lazlo/Walla Walla
Tripoli (KA) -- In yet another episode in a bizarre series of events,
Colonel Muammar al-Gaddafi has
just released revisions to The
Green Book -- published exclusively in the Khaos Apocrypher!
Originally dropped in 1975, The
Green Book sets out the political
philosophy of the Libyan leader.
It’s required reading for all Libyans and Alaskans. Here are the
updates:
Young Libyans have been indoctrinated by al-Qaeda with Nescafé
laced with hallucinogenic drugs.
Have you tried the Latte Macchiato? It’s my current favorite.
Women, like Charlie Sheen, are
human beings. This is an incontestable truth. Women are different from Charlie Sheen in form
AK

because they are females, just as all
females in the kingdom of plants and
animals differ from Charlie Sheen.

I know Franco was high during the
Oscars because we burned one
backstage with mi amigo Bardem.

Justin Bieber was over for dinner
the other night, and he seems like a
very nice young man. Mariah Carey
can suck a Soviet MiG-21.

The Libyan national motto is, “I
know, right?”

During my semester at North Idaho
College, I made out with Sarah Palin
on a paddle boat. I told her I was
majoring in Reaganomics. He-he.
I don’t care if VCU handed them
their ass. Kansas is the 2011 NCAA
champs.
Using a technology I invented, I will
bring Michael Jackson back from the
dead and put him on Survivor indefinitely.

                                   www.artificialkhaos.com

The Libyan national anthem is “Maneater.” But on every second Tuesday of the month, it’s “I Love L.A.”
Libyan McDonalds will always have
McRib and Shamrock Shakes available.
If anything happens to me, tell Kim
Jong-il that he can have my Beanie
Baby collection. But he’ll never get
my Hummels! Never!
I can’t really get my head around
this Betty White thing. We’ll just
try to ignore it and hope it goes
away.
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Dear Congresswoman Bachman.

by Jason Verkehr Schroeder
This letter has been a long time
coming. I am so pleased to see
you reelected to the sixth district. I voted for you three times,
and I am very excited by your
speech in Iowa.   That being said,
there is an issue that needs your
attention. This country has no
plan for a zombie invasion. I realize the term zombie is off putting
and may even be copyrighted by
George Ramero, finally the term
might not describe the creatures
that will eventually come to overrun this country. How so ever it
turns out zombie is the popular
term and what I use so far.
Zombies crave human flesh, are
difficult to kill, roam the streets
spreading chaos and socialism,
and cannot be too far away.  Bovine encephalitis, illegal immigration, and Obama care and our
anti-gun lobbies all work together to insure our grizzly fate. We
must remain vigilant.
There are many things an individual, a community and our country
can do to resist this plague.   As
AK

blades all make differences in life
or death according to leading experts.
Congresswoman Bachman your
work with the NRA is crucial in this
regard. The last thing a survivor
needs is to run out of ammunition
because some liberal banned thirty round clips. Cleaning supplies
along with knowledge of each and
every weapon and finally a secure
gun safe should be part of every
Americans home security against
the coming zombie plague.

individuals we should first maintain
ourselves, our bodies. Stay in the
best shape possible. Many experts
picture zombies as slow moving and
dull witted. If this is the case then
running from a threat could be
your best option. Pausing to catch
your breath could mean your end.  
Maintaining a weapons cache and
being proficient in all areas of martial arts would be factors in your
survival. Long and Short barreled
weapons rifles handguns bows and
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In conclusion, keep up the good
work and keep moving on.
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Khaos Top Ten List

Notorious

V.I.G.

The Minnesota Twins have a brilliant new stadium named Target Field. This is their second year
on the field and they have added some new attractions to spice up the long games.

TOP TEN THINGS OVERHEARD AT TARGET FIELD
10. Is that Michele Bachman up on the foul pole?
9. Hey, dat’s brett favre over der, is that a hot dog he’s holding?
8. Why is prince throwing out the first pitch on ladies night?
7. no more than 10 beers per person, what kind of place is this?
6. I just ate a deep fried homer hanky!
5. I would have had better luck at Canterbury downs but this little
wouldn’t get off my back. He thought he was a jockey or something.
4. Na really, norm coleman did steal my wallet.
3. Koselfest? When’s dat?
2. Hey, they’re playing “zamboni during” the seventh inning stretch!
1. Man, dis place is real swell, maybe all da vikes need is a new stadium?

AK
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hairy man
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Khaos Images

Doctor Gonzo Presents

Rock and Roll
Derby II

Featuring:
The swearengens
sweet Secrets
Bastards of omaha
Salmon Bay Eagles
May 14, 2o11
doors ~ 8pm
Music ~ 9pm
Cover ~ $7
AK
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Features

In the End it was all a Simple Trick.
by Jason Verkehr Schroeder
In the end it was a simple trick.
The best always are, simple that is.
Maybe elegant is a better word because what was done was far from
simple it took a lot of juice to make
it planet wide and a deep level of
understanding to fuse the projection spell and the transparency
spell together.  

ing null and void after the fact. I am
not sure if a person could resist such
magical seduction.   Now we need to
heal. She wanted to know if I could
reverse it. Not Bloody Likely.   She
wanted to know if I knew who did it.
Maybe a feminist organization, how
about find someone who was done
wrong. I assured her it was not me.

I was standing in a grave on top of
a lead coffin trying to unearth it
with a wooden shovel, black walnut
I believe when my cell phone went
off.

Emergency rooms and surgeons were
flooded with John Bobbit type operations. Of course only the female
surgeons and doctors, some deaf
men, blind men homosexual men,
men in comas, some insane, male infants, most males younger than puberty avoided injury all the rest
were humping anything steel or iron
at 10:02 am EST and at 10:04 am EST
the vision disappeared and the steel
stopped feeling like a vagina and
turned solid. Anything still embedded in the steel was sliced cleanly off
or left in train tracks or girders or
cables or cars or lamps or…

Stainless steel had the best clarity so surgeons, dishwashers and
lab workers heard it the best. Some
Brew masters went deaf.  Steel mill
workers, guys in junkyards, shipbuilders and construction workers
had visions of her, as she writhed
and moaned in front of them, under
or on top of them.  Some tribes in
remote Africa and a group camping
in the Boundary Waters didn’t hear
it all.
The caller ID said unlisted and I
knew who it was. She’d been down
that road with her husband, not the
chopping off part just the cheating. She probably wanted to chop
things off. The rest of the country
however…   It was already too late
for my first thought, resistance.
” Just say no” and abstinence be-

AK

Guys came in to emergency rooms
bringing mangled pieces of flesh begging someone to reattach it. Sliced
cleanly off by sinks or shovels, many
were reattached. Millions were not.
By eleven am the morgue was as full
as the emergency rooms. The suicides
were biblical.
Five years later urinals are passé No
one uses a trough even me. I tried it
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once and the dirty looks, eyes full
of green jealousy, made me rethink
ever doing that again. Some young
men, well after the lynching no one
pees standing up anymore.
Birth rates plummeted. We still have
in vitro, but you rarely see pregnant women or new babies.  Divorce
rates skyrocketed. Suicide and drug
abuse are still fairly high. Rape and
sexual molestation mostly fell off
the charts. Rosie the riveter came
back, now she does much more than
rivet.
No one came forward to claim responsibility. Wiccan groups ran and
hid. Witch hunts became popular
again, not sanctioned, but when the
chief of police is leading the raid on
the local coven with his shiny new
gun you tend to burn your witchcraft books and attend church and
prey loudly, maybe volunteer a little.
Guys with anything became popular
with the ladies. Some guys weren’t
touched. Others lost just a little off
the top or maybe just the head. The
ones caught balls deep either have
healthy self-image or are no longer
with us.
Twenty years later the world is a
very different place. Studies show
a little rough circumcision changes
everything.
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Apocrypher News Wire
Packing Up

The Pony Man
Principal photography on
The Pony Man is over. Now
we take a month off and
then start the monstrous
task of editing this film.
We shot close to 1000 minutes of footage, equal to
One Terabyte of files.

Local woman forgets what’s in box immediatel
after taping it shut.

Stay Out of Malibu Birds
mowed the lawn today after work.
decided to have a beer on the patio afterwards.
after the sun went down, it was chilly.
Lit the patio heater for comfort.
whooosh.
silly birds. Inside the top of a patio heater is no
place to build your nest.
Jim = 1. Birds = 0.
reason #235 why birds do not run the world; and get
no nachos (no opposable digits) .

A fundraiser is currently
in the works. There is still
much work to do and funding to get these tasks done is vital to the films success.
Artificial Khaos Films is a no-budget, independent film
company. It is our belief that high-quality films can
be made for very little money. Typically, we work with
unpaid actors and filmmakers.  
We will submit the film to as many as 20 film festivals
nationwide. Submission fees and shipping costs add
up. You never know, the film could be received so well
at these festivals that we will be offered future distribution, cinema awards and national press. Wouldn’t
it be nice to have your name associated with a film
that receives national exposure?
To Donate, click HERE.

-the saint

AK
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Khaos Klassifieds
Artificial Khaos Productions
presents the new face of
Khaos. Check out the newly
designed web site. A new
media section collects most
of our film and video projects in one convenient place.
Enjoy.Click on graphic
teleport.

Retrofitted Designs

A.J. Rathbun

Birdbath Radio

Elemental Studio

Alex Doerffler Photography

Bruno Press

McCauliflower

Bella Cinghiale
Nat Fuller

The TOC

BUY THESE BOOKS

Six Months In Italy
A.J. Rathbun
Back issues of Playboy for sale.
Contact Nicole for details.

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
Homemade Jams
AK
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